
Appendix D: Northeast Region Circuit C0913 
 

Northeast Region Circuit C0913 (Page J-46 of ComEd’s 2002 Reliability Report): 
This circuit, also known as C0913, is located in Barrington, Buffalo Grove, Ela Twp, Kildeer, Long Grove, and Vernon Twp.  The date of 
the last ComEd circuit inspection was February 18, 2003 and the last circuit tree trimming was on November 20, 2002.  Staff inspected 
this circuit on June 19, 2003, about five months after ComEd’s last circuit inspection and about seven months after ComEd’s last circuit 
tree trimming. The reliability statistics for the past three years are as follows (see Table 10 of the Commission Assessment for a 
definition of each statistic): 

 
Northeast C0913 

 Year  SAIFI CAIFI CAIDI (minutes) 
2002   4.83 4.83 105 
2001    0.54 1.30 276
2000    0 0 0

 
Of the fifteen interruptions recorded for circuit C0913, one was lightning related, six were tree related, one was animal related, three 
were equipment failures or malfunctions, on was a dig-in by others, one was intentional and one was listed as other.  ComEd estimated 
$16,600 as the cost of work in 2003 to include reconductoring three spans of wire and replace eye bolt stirrups at one location as well 
as replacing approximately 500 feet of cable. 
 
During its field review, Staff observed many locations where significant overhang and overgrowth was evident about the primary.  In 
one location Staff could easily observe many splices in a primary behind a Willow tree that was likely the location of past interruptions.  
The pole maps and circuit location maps provided by ComEd were useful and readable.  A copy of Staff field notes (no pictures were 
taken of this circuit) for this circuit follows. 
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Appendix D: Northeast Region Circuit C0913 
 

 
Field Notes and Pictures 
Utility: ComEd            Investigators: J. Stutsman & J. Spencer    
Feeder Ckt/Sub: C0913/TDC109 (Aptakasic)    City: Barrington, Buffalo Grove, Ela Twp, Kildeer, Long Grove, Vernon Twp    
Voltage: 12kV    Date: Thursday, June 19, 2003 
Photo ID Drawing No.  Location Description Observations at this Location 

      No pictures were taken in the field  

  C0913-3 Various Locations Significant Overhang/Overgrowth was observed at various locations 

  C0913-6 Various Locations Significant Overhang/Overgrowth was observed at various locations 

  " 
Along Long Grove Rd / Co Hwy 43 --- 2 poles east of 
Transformer 1A6 Guy guard is missing 

  C0913-7 Right of way just south of Valley Rd 
Can see splices in primary behind Willow tree --- likely location of past 
interruptions --- area now trimmed clear 

 
 
Notes:            This summary for the circuit inspected represents typical observations noted by Staff engineers during the field inspection 

and DOES NOT represent all of the problems or potential problems that may exist on the circuit.  In many cases there 
were portions of the circuit that were not inspected at all.  No effort was made to perform a thorough, detailed inspection 
as may need to be done by the utility.   
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